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ABSTRACT: This paper is part of a research report sponsored by the Indonesia Higher Education titled PMVtapsem Model of Thermal Comfort Saving Energy in Air Conditioned Building. Phase previous studies have found the best PMVtapsem thermal comfort models. From the test results it can be concluded that the model PMVtapsem models are models that can explain the concept of the relationship of thermal comfort hierarchical variable appropriately. However, for the determination of comfortable thermal range in order to thermally comfortable standard setting, it turns out the model PMVtap Sugini 2007 more precision and more simple than the models PMVtapsem. The next research phase will include the following steps: (1) Looking for a model of the relationship between the energy consumption of air conditioned homes with thermal comfort settings favored by the occupants; (2) Test the comfortable range of thermal based thermal index PMVtap Sugini 2007 experimentally in controlled air conditioned room; (3) Connect a comfortable thermal range of the result of step (2) with a model of the relationship of energy consumption in homes air conditioned in step (1). Observation in the air conditioned house is the method being used in this research. The variable observed are the thermal comfort indicated by the Air Conditioned option and energy consumption variable indicated by the raising of electricity account as the result of AC usage per unit AC loads. The population in this research are the air conditioned house with its occupants. The data collection involve 234 family. The second is to determine the setting of thermal comfort in the air conditioned room and the relation between the energy consumption and thermal comfort setting in air conditioned room to figure out the increasing energy consumption due to the favorite thermal comfort option. The conclusion of this research shows that the relation between the comfort thermal (AC setting) with the energy consumption could be shown in the pattern $y = 0.342 + 0.00432 x$ and $y = 1.44 - 0.0291 x$. Thermal comfort range perceived comfortable by 80% of occupants between PMV-0.75 up to 1.7 or PMVtap-1.29 up to PMVtap 1.21 and 23° ET up to 30.5° ET in AC setting with the temperature 25 and fan 1 and 5 up to 30 and fan 1. The increasing of energy consumption on the thermal comfort option of 0.45% per one unit workloads (per day per PK) for 25 degree Celsius temperature setting with the low fan, 0.88% per unit workloads for 25 degree Celsius temperature setting with the maximum fan and 0.47% per unit workloads with 30 degree Celsius temperature with low fan. By ignoring the fan setting, thus with the 25 degree Celsius fan setting will increase the energy consumption for 2.3% per unit workload.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Global warming happening nowadays have a strong relation with the number of world energy consumption. The whole world energy consumption was used 45,36% for the building. Out of the highest energy used for the building operational was used for the artificial air in the air conditioned room (Wigginton dkk, 2006). Thus, this research was directed to the operational of artificial air energy efficient using air conditioned is urgent and important.

The development of index model of the energy efficient thermal comfort become very urgent and fundamental to be done. By this research, the standart range of comfort thermal could
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be composed by considering the physical-physiological and psychological aspect, also the aspect of energy efficient will be the correction of the existing standard thermal quality. In the end, the corrective standard of comfort thermal will reduce the air-condition (AC) workload in a air-conditioned room. The regression of one AC for 600 watt by one hour in a day will save the operational expenses for the Rp 150,000,000,00 energy a year and reduce the pollutant gas production CO2 by 160 kg/year. This saving would be multiplied with the number of AC operated in Indonesia. Next, the thermal comfort standard based on this energy efficient thermal index PMVtapsem will be the basic of the development of design direction.

Sugini, 2007 based on the index model of PMVtap already construct the thermal comfort range. This range will be decreased mathematically. By mathematic calculation, Sugini assumed the resulted range will have the chance to reduce the thermal energy workload in air-conditioned room. The question is how the reality in the real operational level? Comfort thermal for the air-conditioned room measured by several index. SNI put the thermal comfort standard on ET while ISO put the standard on PMV index thermal. Those standard developed by Sugini 2007 into the PMVtap and expanded its development on 2013-2014 by Sugini and Jaka Nugraha on research funded by higher education directorate using Fundamental Scheme research. This paper were part of those research.

The attainment of the comfort thermal air-conditioned room done by the occupants by the option of AC setting on the temperature and fan. While the energy consumption due to the AC usage could be seen on the amount of electricity account bill.

1.2. THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

- How is the relation pattern between the thermal comfort setting air-conditioned house with the increasing of energy consumption?
- How was the range of favourite comfort thermal in the air-conditioned house?

1.3. THE PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

- To figure out the relation pattern between the thermal comfort setting air-conditioned house with the increasing of energy consumption
- To find out the favourite comfort thermal range in a air-conditioned house
- To find out the energy consumption due to the favourite AC setting

2. THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. STATE OF ART THERMAL RESEARCH THE RANGE OF THERMAL COMFORT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Study about the range of comfort thermal has been done inside and outside Indonesia. Based on Sugini's research (Sugini, 2007) can be concluded that based on the equation of PMVtap Sugini and the regression relationship between PMW with ta and ET* for the scope of case on the air conditioned room group could be known that every increasing 0.1 degree PMW would impact the increasing temperature for 0.56 Celcius Degree. This meant that by principle the standard of thermal comfort in air conditioned room could be increase by 2.968 degree celcius.

If this theory being implemented in a practical level, especially in a air-conditioned building, it will give a significant impact. According to Oseland (1994) every one degree regression on AC usage it will reduce at least 10% energy consumption of the artificial operational air in the building, save 5 % or household energy consumption and 3% save the office operational
expenses. Thus the increasing air temperature for 2,968 degree celcius will save 29,68 energy consumption on operational building artificial air. The next question arise, by using
the analysis SEM model is it possible to produce the thermal index model PMVtapsm which
have more chance to formulate the range of the energy-efficient comfort thermal? This
research was trying to answer that question.

Muhammad Nur Faji Alfata Fanny Kusumawati, 2011, compare two of the Triharsokaryono
research on 1998 and 2011. In 18 years range on the same object and group sample shows
the similarity that comfort thermal based on thermal index PMV and PPD was not suitable
with the range of thermal comfort by the occupants. Respondent could receive the higher
comfort thermal range. The conclusion of those research shows that there are still enormous
opportunity to develop better standard seen from the demands of the occupants nor the
energy conservation. The next question that should be answered are (1) how high the range
of thermal comfort range which is acceptable so it can give significant impact on the
decreasing energy need for the air control; (2) If the index PMV and PDD can not be used to
predict the range of comfort thermal, what is the suitable index thermal for the Indonesian
condition? These two question can be answered by this research.

Sujatmiko Wahyu, 2010 found out that based on perception of the occupant condition
thermal comfort of the observation area below the neutral point. This research shows the
same indication that during this time the building operation with the setting of comfort thermal
setting has not suitable with the potention of the occupant ability to adapt with the comfort
thermal room. Thus, the real search of the comfort thermal range suitable with the ability of
human psychological to adapt and the pursuit the better index thermal will be an important
ting to do. So this research is significant to be done because it will give significant effect.

In the previous year, this research already produce the index model of thermal comfort
PMVtapsm (Sugini, Jaka Nugraha, 2013). However, for the interest of the thermal comfort
range prediction, prove that Sugini's model, 2007 more appropriate compare with those
PMVtapsm

3. DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHOD

3.1. POPULATION AND SAMPLE

The Purpose of this research require building unit could technically controlled. The unit which
technically observed with the relative variable could be controlled by the limitation of the
research is the air-conditioned house.

The observation step on energy consumption done by transversal way by increasing the
number of respondent into 240 family. Questionner being distributed were 350. The
searching of the range favourite thermal were done by the experiment method of controlled
room with 15 conditioning involving 30 respondents. From this stage, 450 unit data were
being processed.

4. RESEARCH FINDING

4.1. THE CONTROLLED RANGE OF THERMAL COMFORT IN AIR-CONDITIONED ROOM

Based on this research, the description of the sample are as follows; out of 450 data, only
399 up to 400 data could be analysed with the setting of the combination of experiment room
which has the range of comfort thermal based on ET index with mean 28.045° ET by the
range 21.100 ° ET and 33.000 ° ET. Based on PMV index room have the thermal comfort
level by mean of 0.917 or inclined to warm with the value range between PMV -1.9600 dan PMV 2.1400. Based on the index PMVtap for the air-conditioned room formula by the thermal comfort 0.3755 or nearly warm with the scope of values between -2.4900 and 1.6100. However, based on the respondents' perception, thus the combination of experimental room have the thermal comfort -0.1654 or rather cool.

![Figure 1. Room Thermal Comfort Profile based on Occupants Perception](image1)

![Figure 2. Room Thermal Comfort Profile based on thermal index PMVtap](image2)

![Figure 3. Room Thermal Comfort Profile based on thermal index PMVtap2](image3)

![Figure 4. Room Thermal Comfort Profile based on thermal index PMV](image4)

The following Table 1 explains setting and respondent percentage distribution on the perception of -3 (cold), -2 (cool), -1 (pretty cool), 0 (neutral), 1 (pretty warm), 2 (warm), 3 (hot). If the perception tolerance considered to accept the thermal condition is between pretty cool (-1) and pretty warm (1), so the result of measurement result analysis shows that thermal comfort range that can be accepted by 80% room occupants is as showed on the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>sum</th>
<th>% recieve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC25fan1</td>
<td>3,333333</td>
<td>6,666667</td>
<td>33,33333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC25fan5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC30fan1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,333333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, it can be known that experiment setting favored by 80% respondents are setting AC25fan1, AC25fan5 and C30fan1.
Based on probability analysis, lower limit and upper limit of thermal comfort range can be formulated based on ET, PMV, PMVtap. Based on analysis, it can be inferred that thermal comfort range which is perceived comfortable by 80% room occupants is from PMV-0.75 to 1.7 or PMVtap-1.29 to PMVtap 1.21 on air-conditioner setting of 25 temperature degree and fan 1 and 5 until 30 temperature degree and fan 1.

4.2. THE SEARCH OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF AIR-CONDITIONERIONED HOUSE TO DETERMINE ENERGY SAVING THERMAL COMFORT RANGE

4.2.1. The Implementation of Data Networking, Processing and Formulation of Relationship Model of Energy Consumption and Life Style of Air-conditionerioned Thermal

As explained on the research method, energy consumption observation is conducted with transverse observation. From the data networking that was designed for 350 respondents, based on the data inputted, there were 234 people/house involved as respondents. Based on the data, filtering was done and finally central tendency could be obtained from sample characteristic.

The data above is the result of remuneration from raw data enclosed. From the raw data of air-conditionerioned thermal life style signed by air-conditioner setting variable as independent variable (X1), while the dependent variable (Y2) is energy consumption variable. To get equivalent value, energy consumption variable is obtained by dividing the increase of electrical expense caused by the usage of air-conditioner with the workload. Burden is obtained by multiplying air-conditioner operation time variable (hour/month) and AC Capacity (PK).

The analysis of relationship model searching is done by using Regression Analysis. From the data, based on analysis, relationship pattern between thermal life style attitudes measured based on AC setting and energy consumption.

4.2.2. Sample Description

Based on sample average, the tendency can be described as following:

- **Air-conditionerioned Thermal Life Style**

Thermal Life Style viewed from the usage of air-conditioner can be explained as following. Air-conditioner setting of overall respondent average i 21.59°C. However, house air-conditioner setting outside Yogyakarta Spesial District, which is 23,25 °C, tends to be higher than in Yogyakarta, which is 21,4°C. Fan setting tends to be chosen by house occupants is medium 76,38%. The duration of air-conditioner average usage in one day is 8,66 hours, while the frequency of air-conditioner usage per month is 26,25 days. Therefore, the air-conditioner average workload is 233,54 hours/month. Air-conditioner capacity dominantly used on air-conditioner with 1 PK capacity is 59,49 %, while the one with 0,5 PK capacity is 34,8% and another is 6,32%. From three reason backgrounds (comfort, savings, both comfort and savings) to choose, the result shows 44% because of comfort, 48,9% because of both comfort and savings and 7,1% because of savings.

- **The Increase of Energy Consumption**

The increase of energy consumption shown by % increase of electricity expense caused by air-conditioner usage on the house research sample is 80,16%. In detail, the increase as shown on the following table 4 and figure 3:
The increase actually relates to temperature setting, fan setting, capacity and workload. In detail, it can be seen on the table 5, table 6, and figure 4 and 5. Therefore, to calculate the search for relationship between the increase of energy consumption and air-conditioner setting, the measures are equalized by using the increase parameter per workload unit. Workload unit itself is multiplication between the air-conditioner capacity and the duration of air-conditioner usage (hour/month).

4.2.3. The Model of Relationship between Energy Consumption and Air-conditioner Setting

Thermal Life Style

The Model of Relationship is sought by analyzing linear regression. In this case, % of increase per workload unit is Y2 dependent variable and air-conditioner setting is independent variable. Air-conditioner setting in this case is measured using temperature parameter, fan and its multiplication (x1).

1. The Model of Regression between Y2 and air-conditioner setting (x1)

From two models, linear and quadratic (enclosed), based on R value, the best one is following model on regression equation 1 as following illustration on figure 6.

\[ y = 0.342 + 0.00432 \times x \]  

(1)

2. The Model of Regression between Y2 and temperature setting

The detailed model on regression equation 2 as illustrated on figure 7.

Regression Equation 2

\[ y = 1.44 - 0.0291 \times x \]  

(2)

4.3. THERMAL COMFORT RANGE AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Based on analysis and discussion on 4.3 and 4.5, it can be simulated the calculation of energy consumption consequence seen from regression forumula 1 and 2, also setting range, as following.
Table 2. Setting and the increase of energy consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Fan</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Increase of Energy Consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regression 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(temperature x fan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC25fan1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC25fan5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC30fan1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.4716</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, it can be explained that air-conditioner setting of 25°C with low fan will increase the energy consumption 0.45% per one unit of workload (per day per air-conditioner per PK). Air-conditioner setting of 25°C with high fan increases the energy 0.882% per workload unit. Air-conditioner setting of 30°C with low fan increases the energy 0.47% per workload unit. If seen from temperature setting by ignoring fan setting, fan setting of 25°C will increase the energy consumption 2.2% per workload unit and fan setting of 30°C increases the energy consumption 2.3% per workload unit.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the research, it can be concluded that:

1. Thermal Comfort Range perceived comfortable by 80% room occupants is from PMV-0.75 to 1.7 or PMVtap-1.29 to PMVtap 1.21 and 23° ET to 30.5° ET on air-conditioner setting of 25 and fan 1 and 5 to 30 and fan 1.

2. Relationship pattern between thermal comfort and energy consumption can be described as model of \( y = 0.342 + 0.00432x \) and \( y = 1.44 - 0.0291x \). In which \( y \) is the increase percentage of energy consumption for each air-conditioner, each PK and hour/month usage and \( x_1 \) is temperature setting and fan, \( x_2 \) is temperature setting.

3. The increase of energy consumption on the thermal comfort setting of 25°C with low fan is 0.45% per one unit of workload (per day per air-conditioner per PK), 0.882% per workload unit on the setting of 25°C with maximal fan setting and 0.47% per workload unit on the setting of 30°C with low fan. If ignoring fan setting, fan setting of 25°C will increase the energy consumption 2.2% per workload unit and setting of 30°C will increase the energy consumption 2.3% per workload unit.
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